
hether you are creating your

dream closet or organizing your

smallest closet, KC Custom Closets are

the experts when it comes to designing

and building efficient spaces in Kansas

City. They have built over three thousand

closets, pantries, garages, laundry rooms,

and home offices since 2013.

You may see some similarities to

national closet franchises, but there are

several things that set KC Custom Closets

apart.  

“We do not have multiple layers of

salespeople, project managers, production

staff, and installers. I personally work with

every client from start to finish,” said owner
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Jeff Kleba. “Because we don’t employ

salespeople, we can design a closet

without the pressure to upsell at every turn.”

Before opening KC Custom Closets,

Jeff and his team designed and installed

cabinets in professional offices, schools

and medical laboratories. This experience

gives them a different perspective when

creating storage solutions for your home.

They also have the knowledge and skill to

work on projects which may require more

customization or creativity.

KC Custom Closets is a full-service

design and installation company. As part of

their process they will tear out your existing

closet, repair walls/paint, and install your

new closet. They also have relationships

with several personal organizers who can

help edit your wardrobe as you move back

into your closet. 

“Our clients do not have to deal with

multiple contractors and schedules. We

handle it all, most of the time in one day,”

said Kleba.

KC Custom Closets has completed

projects all over the metro from Olathe

to Blue Springs to Stilwell and Liberty.

They even built a closet and pantry in Bella

Vista, Arkansas.

KC Custom Closets understands the

need to adhere to Covid-19 health and

safety guidelines.

“Fortunately, our service does not

necessarily require close interaction with

the customer,” stated Kleba. “When we

come to the home, we can easily maintain

social distance while measuring the closet.

We can draw up a design on the spot, or

I can work on the design in my office.

We will do whatever the customer is

comfortable with. Virtual consultations are

also available.”

M A K E R S

When most people think of custom closets, they picture homes of

celebrities and professional athletes, but the majority of our customers

are not looking for their closet to be featured on a magazine cover.

ey are just looking for the peace an efficient and organized space can bring.
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Schedule a Free Consultation

kcustomclosets.com

Kansas

913.333.2537
Missouri

816.501.8716

KC Custom Closets will bring color and

hardware samples to your home. They also

maintain a display at Town Center Plaza in

Leawood, KS, which showcases a variety

of components, hardware and colors.  


